Sky,lab space station, including its astronomical telescope mount. [Martin Marietta
Corporation]

(NASA, Goddard) will analyze the
trade-off between earth-based and spacebased data processing in astronomy
missions.
In the afternoon, the focus will shift
to stellar and galactic astronomy, which
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400th Anniversary of Johannes Kepler's Birth
December 27, 1971, marks the 400th
anniversary of Johannes Kepler's birth.
He combined imaginative creativity with
painstaking industry, metaphysical expectations with physical realism, astrology with astronomy, mystical geometry
with numerical analysis, sincere humility with superior achievement-all
as a homeless, restless pilgrim in a
passionate search for the truth inherent
in God's universal order.
Kepler's chief scientific achievement
was undoubtedly his laws of planetary
motions-just as valid today as at the
time of their announcement in the early
17th century. At the same time, he
contributed to mathematics and to
physics. What was his relation to his
contemporaries? to Copernicus? to
15 OCTOBER 1971

Tycho Brahe? to Galileo? What role
did he play as a scientist at court as
the son of a supposed witch?
During 1971 various groups throughout the world are considering such
aspects of this man called a "Sleepwalker" by Arthur Koestler. On his
birthdate a small interdisciplinary conference will be held at the Franklin
Institute in Philadelphia under sponsorship of the National Science Foundation. At its close there will be an open
public lecture given by a distinguished
historian of astronomy, Willy Hartner
(University of Frankfurt).
The following day the chairman of
the Advisory Committee, Peter van
de Kamp (professor of astronomy at
Swarthmore College), will give an ad-

dress at a meeting of Section L (History and Philosophy of Science) on
"Keplerian motions." It will be followed by an address by J. 0. Fleckenstein (University of Munich, Munich,
Germ-iany) on "Kepler and neoplatonism." Reports will also be made on
Europeani celebrations this past summer and on the Philadelphia symposium itself. The Advisory Committee
consists of I. M. Levitt (Franklin Institute), G. M. Clemence (Yale University), 0. J. Gingerich (Harvard
University), C. D. Hellman (Queens
College), G. Holton (History of Science
Society), A. V. Landolt (Section D,
AAAS), E. Rosen (City College of
New York), R. J. Seeger (Section L,
AAAS), and C. D. Shane (American
Astronomical Society).
RAYMOND J. SEEGER
Secretary, Section L (History and
Philosophy of Scienice), AAAS
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